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[comedy moments] Classic space cadet quotes from the zeitgeist movement

“There free energy groups in the movement that are currently building zero-point motors. A lot of this has been
done underground due to the threats from agencies from the Alphabet soup group.”

Nice thats going into the pseudo science/conspiracy section then is it?

“The founders are selling everything they have in order to begin building the research center for the cities.
This is a priority in that the preparation is tantamount to the success of this movement.”

ok so all you guys are selling everything to make cash as this is tantamount to the success of the anti monetary
movement.

“Many communes have sprung up and are currently being planned, which, by the way is not condoned by the
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tenets of our movement.”

Good job they don’t know about it then or you would all be in trouble

“The resource-based economy is based upon the use of the most up-to-date already validated methods”

Yes we were just discussing the white paper by Fresco that Chomsky was addressing in the blog

“It doesn’t matter how valid the science is, it must still be put to the test and the parameters modified until the
desired result is achieved”.

ok so we are studying how to turn poo into gold, Captain Spock lets modify those data findings to make this
possible

“We have in the english forum, some users that are obviously government shills & agent provocateurs… Users

with Remarks defending the status quo…Comparing the Venus project with communism…They are logged
many hours, like in a job”

Quick Martha pass me that shotgun ! we got us some unemployed readers on the forum.

“If people do not understand this direction they should study our material or attend a Tour in Venus…Learn

more about this system though our materials – books, videos, booklist, ZM material etc.”

If you are looking for evidence, dont ask us, just try reading other peoples work, but you are welcome to fund us.

“Many technologies from satellite imaging to infrared can be used, among many other intrusive methods. This
has been detailed by Fresco in my personal meetings. Also, much of the historical analysis has been done in
pockets by the industries and various agencies. B. Fuller also began a similar process. Our “from earth to
venus project” will explore this reality as well.”

Ah yes the generous industrialists ready to hand over their valuable resource data, and the crack team of internet
jpg makers stitching it all together.
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Share this:

Like this: 2 bloggers like this post.

“This is the only response I’m going to be making to this individual because it’s incredibly futile. The individual

is not interested in looking at the science that we base our arguments on, instead preferring to conclude that
the notion of a resource-based economy is a completely new theoretical concept that presently has no peer
reviewed science to back it up.

What they don’t realise is that The Venus Project is the union of the most up-to-date, modern methods, not
‘invented’ by Jacque but rather understood and advocated.”

What  science and evidence is that ? Those books in the reading list ? Now were going off literature as our
evidence are we? Scientific method and principles is it ? You clearly have a philosophical and sociological idea
of the science world, try some more magic spells in the hallway while you are it.

“I think trademarking is a fantastic approach and (ultimately) long overdue.”

Sound legal advice from the venus projects 17 year old attorney.

More prize winners to come, feel free to add your own.

~ by anticultist on December 30, 2009.
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“Haitian Earthquake: Tragedy or Opportunity? – While the tragedy of this event cannot be overstated, it might paradoxically
provide a unique opportunity for the Zeitgeist Movement and the Venus Project. Haiti has historically been a nation of great social
and economic trouble. Haiti suffers from high inflation, limited infrastructure, and widespread unemployment. More than two-thirds

of the nation’s labor force do not have formal jobs, and law enforcement in Haiti is currently being supported by a UN
peacekeeping mission. With an already struggling nation thrown into veritable chaos by this latest tragedy, there may be no better
time for the Venus Project to come to the rescue of humanity.”

[sarcasm]

Yet another beautiful moment on the ZM forum, where the selfless conversations of the members save the world. How these guys get off calling

themselves a humanitarian movement is beyond belief !!!
What was it you did for the people there? oh thats right you discussed how you could insert your venus project on their island. Go ZM ‘uber’
humanitarians.

[end sarcasm]

 anticultist said this on January 14, 2010 at 12:15 am | Reply

2. WHEN THE FUCK DID THE ZEITGEIST MOVEMENT CALL THEMSELVES HUMANITARIAN MOVEMENT, JUST TELL ME
WHEN!!?!??!

you fucking piece of shit liar..

angryindividualwhowants_tokickpauljonesintheface@hotmail.com

94.253.143.120

zagreb croatia

 who cares said this on June 1, 2010 at 10:11 am | Reply

Lunatic !!

You represent your cult so well. I am betting Peter Joseph Merola would love to know the people he has representing zeitgeist on the
internet are psychotic losers.
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 anticultist said this on June 1, 2010 at 2:53 pm | Reply

3. “We have in the english forum, some users that are obviously government shills & agent provocateurs… Users with Remarks defending the
status quo…Comparing the Venus project with communism…They are logged many hours, like in a job”

I remember this guy, he was a cool dude and he even unregistered on the forum, leaving TZM I’m assuming. People in the Zeitgeist Movement
leave because conspiracy theories are talked about too much or they are not talked about enough. This video proves my point:

 BranManFloMore said this on June 1, 2010 at 5:10 pm | Reply

He was very paranoid and I personally find that level of paranoia funny.

 anticultist said this on June 1, 2010 at 5:15 pm | Reply
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